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In an era of unprecedentedvolatility,
ambiguity, impassionedconflict, and
intractable problems that affect the
basic living conditions and prosperity of many,educationhas neverbeen
moreimportantor morein needof purpose,meaning, and applicability.The
solutionsto the dilemmasthat define
our world will be createdand implemented in the future by studentsin
schoolsaround the world today.Their
educationls their preparationfor that
responsibility.

s af e s c hools-
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What skills, habits, mindsets, experiences, and knowledge do they need
in order to lead the world - to solve
its crises and create the possibility of
prosperity for alll How can they best
master the types of problem solving,
leadership, understanding, and cooperation that they will need to succeedl
Are we preparing our students to do
the work of peace, be it developing
sustainable communities or building
their own internal resourcesof happiness and fulfillment?
Experienceis the best teacher.Yet,
too oflen in school, we seek to preload students with all the knowledge
that they might ever need, filling their

ronmental dilemmas that we all face.
For educators looking to offer students
practice with solving real-world issues
and problems, we offer one example
that has proven to be highly successful: fohn Hunter's World PeaceGame.
The game o{Iers students a learning
spacethat is dynamic, meaningful, and
challenging - and prepares them to
understand and generate solutions for
the world's dilemmas.

The World Peace Gqme is a multidimensional matrix that contains a
world ecosystem riddled with a host
of situations and issues in flux and

In this geo-political simulation
there are complicated and intentionally poorly defined problems that the
students - in nation teams and eth.
nic and tribal bodies - are chargec
with solving. The game's mechanics
demand that contradictory elements
co-exist because life is like this. Snrdents are repeatedlyand systematicallr
confronted with issues and evidence
that refute or undermine their prior
understanding. They must work to
combine the facts and evidence of a
new reality to their own current beliefs
and perspectives. If they stubbornlv
hold to a position that the facts no lon.
ger support, they quickly experience

at play. I have found the game to be
a vehicle not only for stimulating
higher-level critical and creativethinking, but also as a laboratory for eliciting the best in human intentions, not
alwayswithout conflict, as conflict is a
necessary element in creating stability and a solid foundation. Game play
is combined with reading from Sun
Tzu's The Art of Wor. My fourth-grade
students can understand and use this
text to look beyond the paths to power
and destruction, beyond the path to
war, or sometimes, throughwar as the
path to peace.

the consequencesoffailure to adapt.
The ingenious, innovative, and
often unpredictable solutions that the
children develop are astounding and
delightful. They are usually solutions
that adults often never conceive of
because of the ways in which our
thinking is configured and confined.
Children have an inspiring creative
flexibiliry much more of a positive
"can-do"attitude, and a persistencein
making things all right. The game
allows students to arrive organically at
collaboration as an effective problemsolving aid. As their thrill in problem
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minds to the bursting point with no
practice field on which to explore
the application of that knowledge. In
other words, we fall short in creating
opportunities for students to apprentice themselves to the real world. If
we want our students to care deeply
and act wisely in their lives, we must
give them practice in caring deeply
and acting wisely. Of course,there are
many ways to offer such practice in
schools.In independent schools,there
are many examplesof excellentexperiential education that connect learning
to the major social,political, and envi-
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solving together heightens, they seem to
move into a state of hyper-collaboration,
or "flow" as described by psychologist
Mihaly Csikszentrnihalyi in his insightful work, Flow. The Psychologyof Optirnal
Expeience.
A consistent by-product of the
problem solving undertaken in the
World PeoceGome is a greater awareness of and a capacity for caring for
others, be they of a competing country
a different religion or ethniciry or a
different class such as the nomadic,
displaced people in the game. Compassion is not taught; it is "allowed" by
the consideration of the perspectives
of the various people who make up
the dilemmas in the game. It is my
hope that, in acting out their roles, the
game players will act compassionately
and peacefully, yet students can and
do chooseto act otherwise. Over time,
however, the obvious benefits of empathy and compassionbecome apparent,
without having to directly teach these
ideals at all. The children apprehend
Jhem viscerally, experientially, in emotionally charged and conceptually challenging circumstances that unfold in
the course of solving problems.
In the World Peace Game, a key
aspectofits design is to allow spacefor
a deep, extended, continuous review of
the students' ideas and thoughts. With
sufhcient time to think things over,
brainstorm, and ruminate, students
can often resolveeven the most difficult
problems. Allowing lengthy, unfettered
thinking, musing, contemplating, and
day-dreaming where one is at leisure
to turn ideas, configurations, and constellations of thoughts over and over in
one's mind used to be seen as a virtue
and commanded a certain amount of
respect and admiration in our culture.
At one time, we respected "deep thinkers." Not now. Speed and correctness
are the coin of the realm. Too often,
those not presenting with the correct
answer and work that is neatly and
quickly completed find themselves at
the end of the line. Depth of thinking,
made possibleby simply slowing down

-
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the learning process,may seem counterintuitive to those hoping to attain
the maximum results in the limited
time we have with students, but it
is the intended method in the World
Peq.ceGame. Slowing time to think,
creating circumstances that require
depth ofthought, yields results beyond
te x t book ans we rs , a n d g e n e ra te s
more lasting learning than is possible
through a focus on cramming information for multiple-choicetesting.
The relationship between teacher
and student is fundamental to the
development of critical and higher-

surableoutcomesare also prime ingredients in bolstering freedom from the
fear of failure that hinders so many
students' iearning. Relationships in
which risk-taking, failure, and success
are ail acceptedas normal parts of the
learning processare the key to serving
students well. Ultimately, the success of a classroom or a whole school
depends not solely on academicpolicy
or specific pedagogy,but more fundamentally on the intentional cultivation,
support, and maintenance of trusting,
caring relationships.

It's Up t o T h e m

level thinking skili. I throw my students into this complex matrix knowing they will be successfulbecauseof
our trusting and reciprocal relationsh ips . Relat ions h i p se n c o m p a s s i n g
emotional safety, trust, mutuality, caring, generosity,empathy,and compassion are basic elements in a teacher's
toolkit and are of as great, or greater
i m por t anc e, t ha n s u b j e c t m a tte r
content. Intellectual or interpersonal
risk-taking comes readily in a trusted
space,a deliberately fostered environment of psychological safety where
children are allowed and supported
in simply being themselves,accepted
as they are and given time to discover
their potential further. Recognition
and respectfor the validity of nonmea-
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The World Peace Game is invigorating and fun, capturing the hearts and
minds of students. It createsan open
space for the application of knowledge
and skills, for the combination of disciplinary knowledge and experfise that
varies from player to player,and for real
experienceand opporhrnities to become
better at teaming and collaborating,
communicating and negotiating, winning through cooperation, and learning
what real-time feedback in the form of
a stalled or failed effort looks like and
feels like. Students work hard, not for
a grade, but to save the world. They
learn through playing roles, intensely
and intently, solving complicated world
problems. The truth we must hold dear
and clear is that this fiction will be reality for them soon enough.
We are not writing this article to
promote the World PeaceGame, buI Io
highlight the core educational principies the game supports.The principles
- not the game - matter most.
If it is to happen, world peacewill
be achievedthrough efforts ofthe next
generation. That seems clear. They
must bring to the task more actionable
wisdom and mastery than our generation has in cooperatingover resources
and collaborating through dilemmas
and problems. They will need wellhoned skills of critical thinking and
problem solving. Their interpersonal
s k i l l s must encompass resi l i ence,
diplomacy, and deep compassion and

empathy for people and the quality
of their lives. They will need a well of
respect born through understanding
people from different circumstances,
religious beliefs, and traditions, people
with different skin colors, languages,
and cultural behaviors. And, most
important, they will need a sense of
ownership of this world and a confidenceto contribute.
The World Peqce Gqme seeks to
embrace the complexity of life rather
than parsing it out and simplifying it for children. Some teaching
approaches hold that dividing knowledge and information into smaller,
more easily digestible, pre-chewed
bits is the best way to teach children.
In contrast,the game asks students to
dive headlong into the swirling rapids
of an ambiguous, obscure, conflicting,
and diverse information-laden problem stream. Successin thinking and
cooperating their way through dilemmas that frustrate and confound builds
not only students' intellectual and
interpersonal toolkits, but also their
sense of worth, sense of confidence,
and sense of potential. This result of
self-awareness
and one's responsibility
and possibility in making a diflerence
is a path to world peace. The Dalai
Lama expressesthis idea beautifully:
"With realization of one's own potential and self-confidencein one's abiliry
one can build a better world."
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